Thailand Key Economic and Financial Indicators

TH: Price Index: Monthly Growth

% YoY

TH: Daily Petroleum Retail Price (Bangkok)

THB/Litre

TH: Daily Gold Bullion Price (Selling)

TH: White Rice Paddy: Monthly Price

THB/Ton

TH: Rubber: Monthly Price

THB/kg

TH: Daily Egg Price

THB/Unit

TH: Price Index: Monthly Growth

% YoY

TH: Daily Policy Interest Rate

%

TH: Daily Minimum Lending Rate (Commercial Banks*)

% %

*Lowest and highest of BBL, KTB, SCB, KBANK and BAY
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TH: Daily 3M Time Deposits Rate
(Commercial Banks*)

Government Bond Yields:
May 24, 2021

TH: Daily Government Bond Yields

TH: Daily Government Bond Yields

TH: SET: Daily Stock Market Index

TH: SET100: Daily Stock Market Index

TH: SET50: Daily Stock Market Index

TH: SET: Daily Trading Value

*Lowest and highest of BBL, KTB, SCB, KBANK and BAY
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[Graphs showing various economic indicators such as deposits, loans, NPL ratios, credit card loans, and unsecured personal loans over different quarters and years.]
Thailand Key Economic and Financial Indicators

**TH: NPL: Quarter-End Value and Ratio**
- (Services)
- (Real Estate Activities)
- (Construction)

**TH: SML: Quarter-End Value and SML/Total Loans Ratio**

**TH: Manufacturing Production: Monthly Index**

**TH: Capacity Utilized and Derived: Monthly Value**

**TH: Paddy Production: Monthly Index**

**TH: Rubber Production: Monthly Index**

**TH: Labour Force: Monthly Number**

---

28-May-21
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- **Private Investment:** Monthly Index (2010=100)
- **Export:** Monthly Value
- **Import:** Monthly Value
- **Private Investment:** Monthly Index
- **Export:** Monthly Value
- **Import:** Monthly Value

**Key Economic and Financial Indicators**

1. **(Intermediate Goods and Raw Materials)**
2. **(Agricultural Goods)**
3. **(Manufactured Goods)**
4. **(Capital Goods)**
5. **(Consumer Goods)**
6. **(Fuel)**

*Figures represent monthly values in billions of USD.*
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TH: External Debt: % of International Reserve

TH: Public and Household Debt: % of GDP

TH: COVID-19: Daily Number of Patients (New Case)

TH: COVID-19: Day-End Number of Patients (Active Case)

TH: COVID-19: Day-End Number of Patients (Critical Case)

TH: COVID-19: Daily Number of Patients (Death)